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Abstract – GNU Radio is widely used to implement cognitive radio designs, enabling both experimentation and research. In 

recent years, Software defined radio has become a cost efficient and reliable communication paradigm where it's RF front end 

is simplest as compared to the conventional SCR (software controlled radio). This paper aims to generate a standard dial tone 

consists of a 350 Hz and a 440 Hz signal using GNU, an open-source SDR platform. The graphical output of the generated dial 

tone is presented. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
  

Software defined radio (SDR) has recently become an 

attractive method to implement many RF applications. In 

general, SDR enables the computer to handle many of the 
signal processing processes within a software 

environment; where in the past, this was handled by 

hardware components. This transition into the software 

domain leads to several advantages that are not available 

on hardware based radio. The SDR is able to be more 

reconfigurable, where it can reconfigured to adapt to new 

standards much easily. It can also be much more flexible, 

where its platform can be universal and be used in a wide 

range of uses. It is upgradable and more cost efficient 

when compared to hardware based radio. The SDR can 

also be used as a cognitive radio, where it automatically 

changes its parameters so that it can select the best 
available channel. Reversely, “Cognitive Radio is an SDR 

that is frequency-agile, fully reconfigurable and able to 

sense its spectrum surroundings; it knows policies, rules 

and regulations, and is flexible enough to reconfigure 

itself to different air interfaces and/or protocols.” 

The GNU Radio project was conceptualized by Eric 

Blossom. It is an open source toolkit, which is made  of 

several signal processing and communication blocks 

written in C++ and mapped onto Python using a 

simplified wrapper and interface generator (SWIG). GNU 

Radio Companion (GRC) is a graphical user interface, 
which makes dealing with this tool a little easier. It 

automatically generates source code (in Python) as per the 

connections between various blocks. Appropriate 

connection of various signal processing blocks in a signal 

flow graph creates software radio. It enables users to 

generate and process waveforms in software with a rich 

interface. 

1. Dial Tone 

A dial tone is a telephony signal sent by a telephone 

exchange or private branch exchange (PBX) to a 

terminating device, such as a telephone, when an off-hook 
condition is detected. It indicates that the exchange is 

working and is ready to initiate a telephone call. The dial 

tone sound is simply a combination of 350-hertz tone and 

a 440-hertz tone.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Dial tone Generation. 

 

In this paper GNU radio is used to produce a tone that is 

similar to the dial tone one would hear from a landline 
telephone. Both Python code and the GUI interface of 

GNU radio is used. Fig 1 shows a simple block diagram 

and Fig 2 shows a simple flow graph of dial tone 

generator. 

 

sig_source_f (freq = 350) --> 

                              audio.sink 

sig_source_f (freq = 440) --> 

Fig 2 Flow graph of Dial tone Generation 

The two sources generate sinusoidal signals of two 

different frequencies. They are then mixed up and are sent 
out through a single audio sink. 

 

II. GNU RADIO COMPANION 
 

In addition to writing Python code, the GNU radio 

companion (GRC) can be used to produce Python code 

without explicitly writing it. It utilizes block diagrams in a 
GUI interface to produce the same results of explicitly 

written Python code. However, it has limited functionality 

in comparison to Python coding, thus is not used in more 

advanced and complex projects. Fig 2 shows the block 

diagram of GNU Radio Companion associated with dial 

tone generator. 

GNU radio companion allows for the user to outline the 

process needed and the program produces the code. GNU 
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radio companion is thus a powerful tool to the beginner 

and allows for an immediate use of GNU radio, without 

needing to learn a large amount of Python.   

The program by default gives two blocks, the Options 

block and the Variable block containing the variable 

samp_rate which defines the sampling rate for all the 

signal processing blocks within the GUI.  

Option block sets some general parameters for the flow 

graph. By default, the ID is top_block. This ID gives the 

name of the Python script and the name of the class 

within the script. The project title, author, and description 
fields places the information within the Python file that is 

useful for others (and sometimes yourself) in identifying 

the purpose of the script. The generate options controls 

the type of code generated. The default is WX GUI which 

generates graphical sinks (Scopes, FFT, etc.) and 

graphical variable controls (sliders, selectors, etc.). 

 
Fig. 3 .GNU Radio Companion – Dial Tone Generation. 

 

The signal sources are located under the sources category 
and can be added to the layout. The QT GUI frequency 

block is graphical sink to display multiple signals in 

frequency and it takes set of a floating point streams and 

plots the PSD. The sink supports plotting streaming float 

data or messages. 

The dial tone generation involves the following steps: 

1. Setting up sine waves at 350 and 440Hz 

2. Create signal generating blocks 

3. Defining destination 

4. Connecting source and destinations 

Appropriate connections between various blocks as 
shown in Fig 3 generate a flow graph structure, and once 

the flow graph is executed, it generates the corresponding 

Python code in the same directory. Executing either the 

generated Python code from the terminal or the flow 

graph directly from GNU Radio Companion will produce 

the output shown in Figure 5. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The blocks shown in Fig 3 are simulated in the GNU 

Radio software.     

 
Fig. 4. Execution Window. 

 
The corresponding dial tone sound is generated and the 

waveform is observed for the corresponding dial tone and 

it is represented in Fig 5.   

  

 
Fig. 5 .Graphical Output of dial tone. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
  

Thus the objective of generating a dial tone using GNU 

Radio software is achieved. This can also be inferred 

using multiple frequencies. 
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